
T-TORQUE
SlEwing TEchnOlOgy
Better control over crane slewing with customizable settings.
Discover the new Terex technology applied on Tower Cranes slewing motors.
The crane control will be more precise and accurate and can be customized in every detail
to the operator’s preferences.

Adjust the responsiveness
of the crane to operator preferences, 
load and wind speed

Smoother movements or fast reaction

Exceptionally accurate control

Customizable settings: startup boost,
acceleration,deceleration,
counter-manoeuvre and speeds

T-Torque slewing

+ Extremely accurate control
+ The crane immediately responds to commands

SMOOTHER MOVEMENTS
OR PROMPT REACTION

CUSTOMIZABLE SETTINGS
Adjust the responsiveness of the crane to the operator preferences or load and wind

+ Define your settings to customize startup boost, acceleration, deceleration,
counter-manoeuvre and speeds
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hOw DOES iT wORK?

T-TORQUE
Slewing Technology

New inverter technology with torque 
control gives the operator improved control 
over crane movements. 
It allows the operator to precisely adjust start-
up boost, acceleration, deceleration, 
counter-manoeuvre and speeds, based on 
his preferences or on specific operating condi-
tions, such as load type or wind speed. 
The crane immediately responds to the opera-
tor’s command, and jib slewing can be adjusted 
to smoother or more powerful, giving the op-
erator accurate control of load handling and 
positioning.
Each operator can save his customized set-
tings (3 settings)  for a quick crane setup.

T-Torque is available on dedicated models.

Scan the QR Code
to see the video

SMOOTHER MOVEMENTS

“It’s now possible to accelerate and decelerate as you want”

“There’s a good reaction
to the tower”

“It’s much easier to control
 the hook movements”

www.terex.com/tower-cranes
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